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Eight compositions o:f copper-tungsten composites, eight composi:... 
' 
tions of silver-tungsten composites, as well as copper, silV'er and .. 
tungsten tool electrodes were used to machine copper,and molybdenum 
,·•·-'"' 
workpiece~ •. The objective of .the investigation was. to define the 
wear ratio of these materials in terms of cohesive energy and elec-
trical conductivity. 
The copper-tungsten and silver-tungs,ten material.s gave wea:!-
ratios consistently higher than the wear ratio of tungsten alone. 
II 
·This increase in the wear ratio cannot be explained solely in terms 
o:f cohesive energy and electrical conductivity. A possible explana-
tion; based on the capillarity of the tungsten matrix trapping and 
.... forcing the infiltrant to vaporize, is proposed. . Also the possi-
bility ''of interaction between the boiling point o:f the infiltrant 
and the discharge channel pressure is discussed . 
.•. 
:f!i·t'R !' . 
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,.,, .. Tq~ Electrical Discharge Machining Pr<;>cess 
. -
" Qp: _Electrical discharge ~achining (EDM)., a process of material· 
r€moval by electric spark erosion, was developed in Russia during 
. 
.. . 1 
and ·immediately after World War II • ' The pro~ess was gradually 
adopted by industry outside of Russia and is now a well established 
0 
material removal process, especially in the die sinking indust.ry. 
The bas.ic attribute of electric spark erosion is that no known 
materia' can withstand the electro-thermal. release of energy caused 
.... 
by a spark discharge between two closely spaced electrodes2 • The 
'I> 
amount of material removed- by each spark is minute, but successive 
. 
· application :of sparks at a high frequency will result in significant 
·;:. 
. . 
' material removal. Some of the factors affecting the amount of 
mater1ar removed ar~: .. 
. 
1. The intensity and the-duration of the spark • 
..... 
2. The polarity of the electrode·o 
3. The intrinsic material properties of the electrodes • 
• 
4. The dielectric medium in ··which the spark breakdown occurs. 
Conditions common to most EDM processes are; (1) the polarity 
of the tool e~ectrod~ is negative and the workpiece electrode is 
·-positive, (2) the dielectric is, liquid (usually similar to kerosene) • 
. These conditions generally cause more material to b~ removed from 
. . 
' the workpiece than ·from the .-tool • ··The wear between the
1 
tool . and . · 
... 
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We~r·Ratio (WR) _ -- volume of· workpiece material removed 
volW!!e. of to9l material removed • 
Most of the literature on t_he'wear ratio· in EDM is concerned 
with the effects of spark intensity and spark duration4 • As a 
• 
result, the effects of the spark variables is relatively well defined. 
~ . 
,. ~. . ~ ~ 
However, .the effect of material properties on the wear ratio is not 
I 
well defined and is still subj··e.c~ to contr<>v,e~f-· 
Revi@w of the Literature 
Literature on .EDM is -bEfs'e.t. W:lt.h a:.~1ack of common agreement in 
regard to the theory. A. :good rev!ew of EDM theories is given by 
~- . 
-~ 
In recent years ,mqs·t invest1gators. ·h-ave come to generally accept 
6 
·that EDM is basiica.11:Y a thermal proces,s . However, mechanical .:forces 
' . 
,> • 
cannot be overlooked~ 
:7 ... 
Longfellow· f:ound that low-strength, brittle 
materials such as: :anti.many, bismuth ·and tellurium exhibited material 
removal by f racture:o 
In a general review of the theoretical aspect of erosion by a 
6 I • 
thennal process, Nekrashevich .a:nd Baku to state that a thermal theory 
should be based on the equation 
--
.,~ 





,c - heat ca~acity of the material 







































::X = thermal- conductivity of the m-aterial 
p.= electric•! resistivity of the material 
j:. - current density of the spark 
. "· - thermal equivalent of mechanical :wor~ 
t - time 
•. 






a general way,, ap.p.roximat~ sp}utions ha-ve been., __ ob .. tai.n_e'd :by making 
' . ,... -
. a large num·ber of simpltfying assumptions o Th~ most notable solution:-,: 
A '.' 
d:ue. to Ao· S. Zingerman of the Leningrad Cine-Engi.neers Institute,_ 
8 f·s reviewed by Bergh~.usen et al • Zingerman' s- basi.c assumption is 
th;at ·the Joule heat,t~g. :effeGt is not significant.,.: thus, the second _ _:..-
a. 
•: 
tenn in the above equation can be dropped·. ·with. this simplificatioti, 
th~· above equation- can be reduced t.o:: ., 
OT/dt 2 - X<v' T > ; c a ~ 
Then by assuming that; {l) C'; A: and" a are· constants, (2) the· spark 
can be represented by a plane, cirGular heat source, and (3) the 
electrode · can be represente~l. by an _inf ipi te metallic solid; 
Zingerman derived an expression for the temperature 'at any-·depth ,. 
in the·material. On the assumption that all the material is re-
~ moved in th~ molten state. and knowing the crat_er shape (conical, 
. , 

































.. ........ ,, ... ~,\.,.,,-~:. . .5· 
.. ,,.,.:,:· .... ------- . 
·,~··. 
·-~ .. ) 
I " 
· The. det~ils of Zingennan's· derivation ·are too involved to 
I " develop.'l}ere, but the most ~~':fteri cited result· of his work is 
' 
,where F is a figure of merlt expressing the resistance of the ma.ta--· 
\ 







is the latent heat of -fusion of the material, and the. remaining tenns. 
~-
( l, , c, and X ) are as previously defined. . 9. Later, Zingerman extended 





.¢ ing. However,· th·1:s extension l()ads itse·lf to ver-ification by vary-·. . . . 
ing the s-park intensity anq dura,tio_n rather than by· varying the 
-..... :. 
~ material properties of th·e .-elept::rodes ,. thus, it is of little value 
in this investfgation;·· 
10 Usi'ng the energy balal'}c:e approach, 1Jones derived· the following 
relati'on for th.e material.removed per-spark. 
(.-
. ' 
- ·q·k( 8 -T)]/ ~ [c ( 8 -T} + :r 2i8;M] 
where vis the volume of material removed 
W - energy of .the~ spark 
8 - boiling .point of the material 
• 
. T = initial temperature of the material _., 
)' 
a ·= density of the. material 
. Jr·= molecular weight of the material .. · -
• . • 
. k·= ~henna! conductivity of the material 




. ·" .. 
..... ,., .... ,. 
' .i ,r'1' ) ;i 
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b and g are cons tan ts determined bY. the area of the 




The basic limiting_ assumptions in Jones..:_'s derivation are that: (1) 
. r 
the anode and cathode are of the same material and (2) the duration 
. -4 . of the pulse should exceed 10 seconds. Also his deri·vation is an 
~_:,ctens_ion ot·· electric contact erosion theory and . the direct. appli-
c·ation of this to EDM is _subject to question. Other derivations· 
( 
. 




ature and a good review :is :found in Nekrashervich' s paper 6 •. · 
.J·' ·,' 
• Experimental work. relat~ng the material _properties of th·e 
·electrodes to the wear' ratio supports the thermal. process theo_ry :in 
general. 11 Wil l-i ams and Smith machined with pure JJ1etals ._ and ·metal 
~ 
•. 
·alloys usil)g Short, low power sparks and a kerosene d·ielectric • '.i 
. ,,. 
They concluded that cathode . (tool) erosion de~·n:ds in a general 
way upon the melting point of the material. ' 
.. Price12 machined with tungsten, copper, pallad'ium, and .fi-ve 
,,. 




I to kerosene. Price conclud~d- that prior deformation -and the\ 
~ 
. 
. order-disorder transformation in the Cu-Pd system had little ef-fect . ' 
on the wear ratioo In addition he found that wear ratio was ~epen-
-· 
\ dent on the cohesive energy of: the anode (work pi~ce) in an inverse 
manner. 
. ... .· 7 . 
Longfellow·"'-··machined with 35 elements· as tools and with four r 
I 
. --
elements .as wor~pi'eces using sho.rt pulses. and dielectric similar -t·o \, 
/ 
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limited ·to }o~-strength, brittle materia1s\. 1.Dngfellow concluded 
-.~ 
-~ ~ , ~ 'l ~-c 
. 
. that those physical properties of an electrode material which govern 
the wear ratio in EIIA are: 
(a) ·The cohesive energy of the·· tool and the cohesive energy of 
, the workpiece, related·in a general manner, by 
Cohesive energy of the tool B Wear Ratio A . 
- ..... 
, Cohesive energy of the workpi_ece 
~.-~ • 
:~.: 
where A and B constants dependent the' work-are on 
p_iece machined. 
. 
. (b) The-elect.riGa1 conductivity of the e;J.ectrode materials . .. 
I 
(c) The mec:han1cal strength and toughness of the eleit.~ 
\ 
materials ..• 
(d) The ratio of the boiling. point to D\Efl,ting point O)the ·. 
\. 
• The literature cited presents evidence .that the thennal and 
"p 
·electrical properties are significant material properties affecting 
wear· ratio. However, there is still much room for definitive inves-
tigations relating the wear ratio to these properties. The purpose 
• 
of this investigation is to attempt. to define the effects of the 
cohesive energy and the electrical co.nductivity of the- tool (cathode) 
on the wear ratio. 
Des1red Experimental Crite~ia 
Much of the exper-imental effort in Em.I has been difficu.it to 
,. 
.. .. -
"" inte:ryret ,0·a,5 a result of the inability to control the parameters 
·involved in the process. It was believed that to produce reliable, 
. .,. . 
• .J 
,. A . 
... 
· .. ~: 
, 
. 











''/:_.· /~~?::,1~:Z=?~:,7"(~.t;~;.~~f~~~~~-~~-~~~~--·-,rW<-•~~,..,-:,--•.--'.- •, • 
. i 
I 
--.- >-· . -:---,-· -,,...._.,........... 
· .... 
·8 -··. i 
.. 
.. 
definitive results the following conditions should be observed. 
· 1. The intensity of _the spark, which is· determined primarily 
: .·," 
by the current, should be constant for each pulse. 
2. The total number of machining pulses should be kept to a 
minimum value to prevent cavity depth 'effects (i.e., residue 
·collecting in the gap due to poor dielectric circulation). 
~ ~ 
3. The range of materials to be tested should h8.ve · a significant 
l 
and predictable variatiop of the parameters to be invesp-
~-:gated. 
' 
The first requirement cane be s·atisfied by refinement and sophis-
·" 
. . . . 
ttcation of the equipment used,· It was felt that the last require-.. 
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"'' EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
. -~" 
.. 
' Tool Materials 
Various .compositions ·of· silver-tungsten and ·copper-ttingstE3n 
. :.~-
.· 
composites, which consist ·of a tungsten matrix infiltrated wi~h 
copper or silver, w~r~ chosen as. tool materials. Fabrication in 
this manner is possible over a range of about 0.20 to 0.65 volume 
fraction of infiltrant. · .These materials were selected for· the fol-
lowing· reasons·: 
1 ·. The col).ducti.vity (electrical and thermal) vary as near 
Cl 
linear func.ti.ons of the volume fraction of infil trant. 
· 2. It was ·assumed that the effective cohesive energy* of 
•· th~ infiltrated materials could be varied linearly as 
.a function of the volume fracti-on of infil trant. 
// . 
. 3._ .•. A complete,. cfeflni ti ve investigation of the .EDM wear 
4 
·ratios for ~ilver-tungsten and copper-tungsten infiltrated 
:., .... 
- material has not been· reported in the literature. 
Also si~ver, copper, and tungsten were- used: to provide end po~nt wear 
ratio data for each composition range. 
The effective cohesive energy and the electrical conductivity 
.. in. a given composi.te system cannot be varied. independeJ?,tly, as both 
/ -are dependent on the volume fraction of. infil trant. Therefo·re, 
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., one to- select; (1) compositions with equivalent effective coh.esi ve 
energies or (2) compositions with equivalent electrical c onduc- . , 
tivities. The properties of the composite materials are listed in 
" Table I, and the properties of the elemental .. materials are listed 
in Table II. 
\ Wdrkpiece Materials 
:.. .i 
. 
. Copper and molybdenum were selected ·tt·~: workpiece materials for 
the following reasons: 
i 
·' 
. 1. They: are both consid.-ered relatively g.ood c_ond-ucto:rs, but 
:. 
tbe:re. is -a significant -difference in t.heir· .electrical 
c-oriquct.i·vi ty. 
• 
. 2. They both have:sufficient mechanical strength to minimize 
· material ·remov.al by mechanical means (i.e., by fracturing 
·t . 
from ·.the mechanical fo:rces generated by the spark). · • j) 
" 
~. Their c,ohesi.ve energ_ie_s :a~e significantly different. 
-4. · They serve as a conttnui-ty link between_ the inves ti·gation, 
.. 7 
and Longfellow's investigation, since Longfellow used ·.~ 
co.Pper ,an9 molybdenum workpieces (among others). 
l 
The properties of these materials are also listed in Table Il .- _ 
. " Material Specifications 
, 
• 
' The tungsten, copper, and silver used in the infiltrated tool 
material were manufactured by the Mallory Metal,.lur·gi-,cal Company's· 
-
standard' proc~dure for -these materials. Previous m.~tallufgical 
. 
- . 
hist.~:ry of thi.s material such as pa·rticle size distribution of -the . .,. . . 
.. tungsten· powder, compaction methods,. sinterin~ times' and ,infil tra-
' . 
. !~ " . ... a .. r' ·~ ·~ . . 
. . . ;._: ' ~::: ·-.. 
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·tion methods were not given. Tool samples ·w1 th a 0-.125 i~ch square 
' cross-section and l.25·inc4es long were cut from the infiltrated-
material supplied • 
• ,·. .·i. ' 
· The tungsten, copper, and silver tools used to obtain end 
point wear ratios were of 99.5%: .. i:>:µrity. These too.ls were O. 125 in. 
, 
in dlwn,eter and approximatel __ y _ 1. 25 in o long. The molybdenum and-
~·opper workpieces~w~re oA 99.5% purity. The worltpieces were ·Q:.2.t; ·in~-
i,:1 diameter and 0.25 in. long. 
Pescription of· the EDM Equipment ... 
..; 
The powe.r ~upply used in this inve$.t1g-a"t,i'on was a modifie'ci 
:resistance-c-ap~ci ta·pce (RC) circuit. .Th.e._· _p.rimary mdcilfication· was 
.......... 
the addition ·of· an: 'electronic -swi t¢h· to disch.arge the capacitor in:tcr 
./ I 
the electrode giap.. T:he electron:t.c switch consisted. of; a silicon 
-.controlled ~ect_i.fte.r .(SCR)', triggered through a. p~lse trans·former 
., 
from a (He~.lette. Pack.ard, Model 214A) putse genei:ator. The trig-
gering pulse was approximately four microseconds in duration with 
"' a repetition frequency of 500 cycles/second. . The purpose of this 
tnodification Was to allow the voltage <?D the· capacitor to recharge·" 
. ~- . 
t:e>. the smne voltage prior· to each discharge. 
• • .Ji 
.The capacitor used in this c'ircuit was specifically designed 
. - ' 
for pulse applications. The capacitor was recharged after each· 
' "·\ ' 
spark through a 900 ohm resittor from a. 325 v.d.c., 0-.5 ampere . 
,., • I 
. 
;// electronically regulated power supply (Lambda, . model C-282M). 
To monitor and. measure- the discharge current,· a wide-band 
.. 
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to Park's13 , and. has frequency response of ·d~c. to 2 megacycles/ 
second. This shunt wJ· made a permanent part o:f the discharge 
circuitry. · The shunt, capacitor, and SCR switch were mounted _.in 
., 
the ~ielectric tank adja.cent to the machining gap. Connections were 
made with short, heavy cqpper leads to reduce external resistance· 
and inductance. 
A schematic of· the SCR switch, capacitor, and current shunt 
-combined with a block diagram o:f the -d1 c·.- po'Yer supp_1J..Y and pulse 
. generator is shown in Figure 1. The discharge current and gap_. 
" 
~ 
voltage are shown in Figure 2 for a typical machining pulse. Note 
t·he p~ak current is approximately 200 amperes and ·'has the c-haract,er-
'isti-c shape of an overdamped circuit (i.e., the current is uni-
~ :_d:i:rectional) which prevents the adverse polarity reversal effects 
12 lilE:H)tioned by Price • 
- --The p~imary disadvantage of the modified RC circuit is the 
· difficulty of obtaining· an average gap voltage sufficient to drive 
existing sevo systems. To illustrate the proble-m.consider a 
breakd·own-recharge cycle. The breakdown of the gap is of approx-
. · imate-ly 5 microseconds duratlon with an average v<;>l tage of approx-
imately 20 volts. On the other hand the recharge period is approx-, . . .
· imately 1995 microseconds and the gap voltage is zero. Thus the 
-average gap.,,_ voltage is o·.05 volts which is not sufficient fqr most 
·s·ervo systems. 
was used. 
• ~C'o-, • 
' .. 
---- - .... -
----- ~- -- -~ 
" 
. .. ....... , .. :"t'f'" .. ·~· . . To solve this problem a - sam~le and-hold technique 
. .. 
': ~ . 
. -- --'"" 1 · 
- - . - -·- ~-( ·-. 
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) 
The "sample and hold'' techni·que consisted of connec~ting· .. ·a 
capacitor to the gap with an electronic (transistor)~r'-switc·h in 
•, 
synchonous with, and during the first 3 microseconds of the gap 
..,.. breakdown. This allows ,the capaci tgr to charge to the average 
voltage of the gap during the machining puls·e-. Then the capacitor 
' 
. " " . . is disconnected from the gap and this n voltage is held until_ the 
... next machining pulse. The average voltage derived by this method 
I (about 20 volt:s) was quite sufficient to -drive · the servo used~ 
. ~ The. servo. __ amplifi~.r, the'll servo drive motor, and. the quill were 
pa.:rt .. of an Agiepuls EDM machine (manuf ~ctured ·by the Agie Company, 
/ 
:ios·qne-Locarno, Switzerland). The Agiepuls servo amplifier was 
. " 
. "' modified to use the .. sample and hold voltage as a gap signal which, 
in turn,. operated the · servo drive motor. and maintained a· suitable 
'electrode spacing for. spark breakdown. 
Measurement of Wear Ratio 
The wear ratio tests were performed by _machining a blind, squar~ 
.. 
hole into the workpiece. The wear ratio.was calculated using. the 
fallowing formula., ·---
WR (w~ight loss of workpie~e)(tool density) 
- (weight loss ·of tool)(workpiece density)· 
Prior to each machining test ,.the mating surf aces of the tool 
I''' 
" " . and workpiece were polished ·with f_ine O grit polishing paper. 
\ 
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., The weight loss of the tools and the workpieces were determined 
by weighing on a Mettler (Model. 5B) analytical balance, ca~able of 
+ 0.0001 gram accuracy •. The ~.ools and workp.Jeces were cleaned in 
an ultrasoni~ bath of denatured alco}lol prior to each weighing . 
'1 . 
The Mettler analytical balance was also used for the density 
measurements which were determined by the weight-in-air, weight-in-
liquid method. The liquid used for the density measurements.was 
carbon tetrachloride (cc14 ), chosen for its good wetting character-
istics and ease of making corrections in its density resulting from 
·· changes in 'temperature. Correetions were not made for. the bouyancy 
of the air. 
The dielectric med-ium for the tmachiniilg test was a hydracarbon, 
Mobil Solvasol No. 6 which was recirculated through a 1 micron filter. 
Eac.h machining test was conducted in static fluid within a temperature 
o-range of 24-28 C. 
Electrical.Conductivity Measurements 
.. 
The elec'trical conduct! vi ty of the tool· materials was measured 
by the voltmeter-ammeter method. A block diagram of the conductivity 
test equipment is shown in Figure .3. · The tests were per~ormed by 
establi'shing a 10 + 0.1 amperEt current through· the tool sample. 
-
. The voltage drop between two knife edges, spaced 2 cm. apart, was 
·" 
. ' measured and the sample resistance (R) between the knife edg~s was 
calculated from Ohm's law. _'!be ave.rage· cross-sectional area (A) 
... 
of sample :was measured and the electrical conductivity (o') was -
~·-· ··-----:-------,. ___ _ 
, .. - '~ 


































t1 = 2/RA ( ohm-cm., :l-. · -~ 
It is expected that: t_he .conducti:v::t:tY ·measu~ements ·will be 'I, 
slightly lower than cal:cula.te:d from the· linear model, as this model 
does not take into .. acco~n:t :porost ty· ·a:nd ·possi·-b,le -mtcrostructure 
.. 
effects in the composite materi-als: .• 
Metallographic Measurements· 
The volume fraction of inf il tran:t, the open Po.ros:.ity,,_. ·and the: .. . 
• .. 
I 
:IiUillb.e;r· ·O:f: _fnfil.trant-mat:r;-iX· int¢.r¢~pts per millimet.er wer-e. d·etermfQ~d. 
' ... QY quan,tit:atl:ve: ·m·e:tallog.}'.'aphi.c t·ec-h~i-ques-14 • ,. The ·vo~ume fr·action· of . 
~ 
·• :tnfl_l-.tran-'t and ·t.he :open- :p.oros:ity· ·were f·ound by usi)1g the ·pp:int c:ount--
i-ng· tech111qµes :and th~ .:.fnte,r.c-:eptf?: pe·r millimeter W:as ·:fo.1:in(J by cp_u·nt-, . ,;. 
' .of· known length·. 
' \. -~. 
The point.- countJ·ng· :w.as acc.a.npi.i-_s'hed :b:y usj."Jig a .121. po.lnt- square 
.... 
''.·m·at.e.tla.l sample.. .r-ne intercept coun·t w~~- ob·tained. J:>_Y .c.ounting the 
inte~sections a.1prtg one edge of the· -g,1;i4. Ten:; r£1.nd·omly positioned, 
, point counts aµcl fnterc·ept counts: were .matfe- qp . . eac.h sample (i .eo, 
eac~. ~omp.os.i:t~gh) to reduce the statistical variation of the measure . ., ' 
./> 
:men.ts· to a reasona.:bie. value. The· ten count figur~: ts based ·on· a 
-,. ,,. " 
·:-· ·.· . 15· -~ · rtJle of thumb given by Underwood . . .. -~ 
The volume ·of infiltrant (V1 ) was·detennined from the point 
count by_ using the ,.relation 
_ . --Number of points f alli.ng 
vi Total number of points 
. ' 
,I • 
' ···:· . 
. '. 
in infiltrant phase 
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-···It was felt that two.· other parameters, the· interfacial area 
.... 
per unit volume (Sv·) ancf the mean free distance (MFD) between. the 
" 
i f 11 t t 
" ti 1 " . . ht b I t d t th ti t t n ran par c es , .'m1g e re a. e o e wear ra o es 
,. 
r~sul ts •.. The interfacial wear per unit volume was found using the 
relation 
S· = 2 N 
. v: ·- -L' 
\ -where NL is the number of interfaces per unit length intel'$ected by 
a random line. The mean free distance between the infiltrant ¢ 
u· t· 1· · ·1· -- '' d · d by16 : par_--• _-c :e_s · was etenn1ne 
- . . =· 
. -~ I 
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· RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Machining: Characteristics 
The averag€ value 9f the wear ratios obtained for eight compo-
sitions of copper~tungsten, elght compositions of ~ilver-tungstejl', 
pure copper, pure silver, and pure tungsten are listed in Table III 
and the results of the individual tests are listed in Table IV. All 
' the materials ·used had.excellent general machining characteristics in 
regard to shorting and machtning efficiency.* 
The characteristics of the spark breakd:own were typical of 
, . .,~ 
0 
previous desc·riptions in the literature. That is,~- the discharge was 
• 
. 
accompanied by sparks shooting fran the g:4p·, explosive sounds, bubbles 
9 
.of g_as., and .a ·carbol)-aceous cloud of debris .was ejected into the 
d·felec.trfc.. ,S'e.veral samples of~ t_he contents of the· tank were 
filtered .and examined with a microscope for clues as to how the 
, 
:-tnaterial was rem, ,ved. There was no evidence that material w~ removed 
~ by other than thermal means "(i o e. , by vaporization and melting. as 
I opposed. to mechanical. remov~l). 
1· 
Results of Tests 
In order to get at lea~t ·1 an indication· of the expected results, 
Longfellow's data (Table V) were analyzed using the cohesive energy 
. ~ . 
and electrical cohduGtivity as predicti'on criterion. Multiple 
-· .. 
regression techniques were us-ed to arrive at an emperical matlle-
matical model to describe Longfellow's results. From his results it 
. ' 
- '' 
. '' *The term machining efficiency is defined as the ratio of the 
number of spark discharges to the number of pulses applied to · 
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L("' . a_ppeared· that the electrical· .9~nd·uct-i vi ty only affected- the wear 
·, 
_ .... ~ ... 't.:(~· .. '.. 
. 
·,. : 
. ratio appreci:a.15Iy when the conductivity was greater than 0.12'5 
-1 (microhm-cm) .• On this basis cC>pper, gold, silver, cadmium, zinc, 
-cobol t, nickel,· molybdenwn, and tungsten were selected for analysis-. 
Using_ the molybdenum workpiece .d?-ta·,·
1 
these· nine ele~ents were found 
,, 
to fit the following formula.wit}\ a correlation coefficient of 
o._.994: 
w~() . ·, .·.·. .·2.99 · = o. 0085 ( (cr + 0.2)_/0._2) · exp (3 .125L,iLw). 
When using- copper wo.rkpiece ·data, the following formula w~s: :fl,tt~p 
with a correJ·ation: coefficient of O. 997: 
~ . 
WRcu = 0.031 ((cr + 0,2)/0.2) 2 ~38 exp(L783Y1w) . 
·For both -of. th.e above formulas: .. ·. .. . - . 
cr = ·ele¢'trical conductivity -of the ·tool material 
LT ==.- :cohes,ive energy of the tool material 
- c<>h~sive1 energy of the workp:t'3ce material 
·4.i 
It should be noted that neither of the above formula is·· intended . , ___ _ 
to represent a general.relation between the wear ratio and the 
material properties. 'll\ey are intended only to be used as an . ·r-
·, 
indicator of the expected.results :for this investigation. Since the 
composite materials for this investigation have an electrical · 
. 
- ~1 conductivity greater than 0.125 (microhm-cm) , and since- the 
. .,.. .. machining condi tiom for this investigation were similar to Long- -
•'1"' 
· ·fellow's, it was. felt that these formulas woul'd be .. indicative of the 
expected result~. 
·I., 
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The predicted results* and the actual results are presented 
' 
grapbically in Figures· 4-7. It is evident from ·'the graphs that 
' 
' 
the wear ratios for the composite, infiltrated materials ··are 
• 
considerably higher than predicted. -Thus, 1 t was felt that th.e 
results could not be.totally explained on the basis of cohes~ve 
·energy and electrical conductivity alone. 
A Possible Explanation 
To develop an alternative explanation, a brief review of the 
"fl" 
theory of the mechanfsm of EDM · material removal should ·be considered. 
Several theories have been developed regarding .. this mechanism and 
· a review . of them is given by Hill 5. There is evidence to indicate9 ., 
and there is general agreement, that material leaves the spark gap 
b·y .ho.th· vaporization and liquid ejection. However, nothing can be 
.stated quantitatively ~bout the relative amounts of the material 
" .• 
remov~d in the vapor or the liquid phase. 
The relative amounts of the material removed by vaporization 
- ' 
· and by mel_ting appear to dep·end on many ,fa.cto~s such as spark in-
~.-. 
.... , 
tensity and duration, melting point/boiling point ratio, surface 
tension and cohesive energy to_name a few. However, for infiltrated 
. 
composite materials it appears that _additional factors should be 
considered •. 
.:.·, ... 




: *'lb.e predicted resul.ts were calculated from the .emperical wear ratio 
f otmula, assuming'· that both effective cohesive energy and elect~ical 
conductivity were linear, ideai functions of the volume .fraction of 
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_Lavrinenko, and ~rerne~ko investigated the· forces caused by·, capillary 
phenomena of ~he liquid phase17 • 
1 
Fo; a porous tungsten mat rice -,i, 
. . 
:r 
infiltrated with either copper or silver ·they found, using dilatometry •, 
techniques, that the composites-exhibited shrinkage when exposed to 
temperatures above the· melting point of the inf 11 trapt. This was 
explained by the c_apillary forces arising f ram the wetting of the 
" 
matrix by the liquid infiltrant. Evidence was presented s~owing 
that the wetting angle of both-copper and_ silver on tungsten de-
Cl9eased with increasing .temperature.. Also it can be shown that the 
I 
capillary force i~ inversely reiated -to the wetting angle. They 
. ' 
.. 
proposed that ~s t·he temperature was increased, the capillary forces 
increased, causing the matrix to shrinko This suggests that capillary 
.phenomena can result in strong forces of attraction between the 
infiltrant and. the matrix. 
· 18 In a dis.ctis'sion on electric contacts, Meyer pointed out that ,1 
tungsten or molybdenum skeletons· 1nfil trated with a high conductivity 
._material,_ such as copper or ·silver, make goo~ electrical contacts for 
.. 
heavy duty applications. The reason stated for this was that the 
• refractory skeleton retained the molten, ·conductive metal which 
would otherwise be blown away ·by the electrical arc. t. 
In the literature on vapor coQled rocket engine nozzles, Matt_ 
......_______ 
· . · 19 and Warga ~made the following observation 
• When infiltrating a 
porous tungsten· mat_rix with- silver, they had difficulty keeping the 
silver in the matrix when the pore si~e was large. In general, they 
- found that the difficulty in keeping the silver in the matrix 
.. ---·" 
' 
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. ~ increased as the infil tr.at ion temperature was ·increased~ This was . . . 
attripu.ted'to the increase in fluidity of.the infiltrant .. at the 
<il 
-higher temperatures. 
On the basis of the above -cited literature, the author proposes 
' 
.. 
. "'-the following mechanism for composite materials when the boiling 






The small pores* in the matrix give rise to a capillary action effect. 
Thus, if the pore size is suff~ciently small it would be difficult 
~ to remo-ve the inf il trant material ·in the molten state and· the inf il-r ~ trant would be forced to vaporize. · The effect of this· would be··to 
i~crease the energy requir~d_ to remove a given volume of mater'ial •. , ' i 
• 
• I 
l Agai-n, this·meohanism would only be valid when the melting point of. 
·the inatrix is above the boiling point of the. infiltrant. If the 
boiling point of th~. infiltrant is above the !Belting point o'f the 
matrix, then both materials could be--renrovedby melting and the 
--------
. effect would be losto Also, since the capillary force in a pore 
diminishes as the pore size increases, one would expect this effect 
t.o· be -sensiti-ve ·to the pore size a~d- pore size distributiono ·If 
the pore size exceeds some critical value, infiltrant is removed in 
the liquid state and tbe effect is ·lost because the infiltrant is. 
not forced to va-porize. 
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correlates well, at least in a quantitative. manner,· with the observed . '-
microstructures' of the tool mater·ials. It is expected that as the ) 
. . 
-volume fraction ·of infil trant is inc·reased, the amount of energy per 
unit volume·to remove the material will increase proportionately 
. 
since most of the infiltrant is forced to.vaporize. This propor-
tionate increase will continue until a critical pore· size is 
. ., 
reached (it is e~pected, and generally observed, that the average 
---- " pore size will increase as the volume fraction of infiltrant is 
increased) after- which, the fraction of the infil trant removed ln 
the "vapor __ state begins to decrease. This causes the amount of 
:energy per unit volume· required to remove t.he material to decrease -
- .----·- --· - ... "' . -;- .. ' ~ ~ 
as the average pore ,size of the matrix continues to increase. 
· Analysis of Metallographic Data 
.. .. 
· ·The. slight relief resulting from the· different polishing rates· 
of the ha.rd matrix and the soft inf fl trant, when using standard .- . . 
. 
metallographic techniques, was usually sufficient to· clearly 
distinguish between the two phases. The· volume .fraction of voids, 
resulting from the pores which failed to infiltrate, ·of .the composite 
·ii . 
samples was obt.ained by point counting techniques (Table I) 14 • How-
/ ever, it should be mentioned that the void size variation in some ' 
, .. - - ---:of the mater.fals was gr.eater than two orders of magnitude. This . 







-contributed a significant amount· of experimental er~or. 
,,. 
,, 
'. A· qualitative -examination of the tool material with resJ>.~ct to ' . 
. .pore size suppo:rted the mechanism of- material removal suggested in 
.'fl! • . 
. \l ·:~:. 
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the previous section. For the 2Q%.Ag.:.80%W tool (Figure 8) the 
po.~~s are small and relatiyely well defined. However, a look at 
. 
·the 30% Ag~70%W tool (Figure 9) and the 41% Ag-59%W tool (Figure 10) 
reveals_ that the pores are larger a·nd less well defined. : Continuing 
_to ithe · 50% Ag-50%W _tool· ·(Figure 11) the pores are not really ·defined, 
I 
:but rather, the silver appears as a massive phase dotted with islands 
'L , 
of tungsten. The microstructure of Cu-W materials have in g~.neral, 
• 
.the same _appearanc~. ·nie foll·owing observations were made after 
• 1he~allographic examinB:t'io~s .of ·the tool materials . 
. ·'(;· 
I. Th~ pores :in th7': tutigsten matrix for materials containing 
less than· 30%· infiltrant were relat.i vely well defined. 
This caused the infil trant to be removed completely, or 
·nearly completely,. in the vapor state. Re·moval of the 
:· .. ,. ! infil trant .by .vaporization caused an .increase in the 











average ene~gy .re.quired to remove "a given volume of 
materi~l, thus, causing a proportionate increase in the 
wear ratio • 
For ma:teri,als with greater than 30% infil trant, . the pore 
' 
definition diminishes as the volume fraction of infil-
·~. 
tr~t is increased. This allows removal of infiltrant 
··... . . 
in a liquid state instead of ·forcing it to. vaporize. 
Thus , the ·average energy required to remove a given 
··"'' 
volume of' the, mat·eria~ would --decrease, causing a propor-
;.: .. 
tionate decrease in the wear ratio • 
-- . 
. . 
: .. · ... 
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Th~.·~bove ~bservatio~s· support the m&:chining test data for the 
; .. 
. silver--tungs.ten composite systems (Figures 4 and 5) in a qual1 tative ' 
' . ~ :.~ . 
a.en~e·-~---- However, the test data for the copper-tungsten system ,.,... . . 
,, 
(Figures 6 and ·7) sho~s a "leveling off" when the volume fraction 
of· infil trant exceeds 30%. .A possible explanatj.on of,this effect 
was noted from examination of t);le cross-section of the machined 
surfaces o It was noted that when the infil trant exceeded 30% for 




- ~ .. tungsten tended ·to form ·on the machined surf~ce· {Figure 12).. This 
layer was not 'no.ted for comparable sil.ver-tungs·teri materials 
,_,_,,_,.,,,-:· .. ,_ ... ,~·-·-. 
·· .(Figure 13). There is no immediate and obvious explanation· for 
this effect, but it is. possibl_e that this tungsten layer "traps" 
the copper infil trant and forces a larger proportion of the iri-
fil trant to be removed by vaporization. 
• 
The volUJlle fraction of infil'tran_t determined by point counting 
(Table I) was consistently .below the nominal ·volume fraction 
quoted by the Mallory Metallurgical Company. This was believed to be 
due to the etching effects caused by the hardness differential 
b~tween the infil trant and the matrix. Underwood20 states that if 
this occurs, "a twofold incr~ase in apparent particle size could 
.. " 
. easily result. . Thus, the· nominal volume fraction of infil trant · 
'(/ was felt to be a·_ttiore·acc1,1:rate·measure and, as a result,.i't is used 
.•- -· ."· , 
.. in calculations and graphical dat~- presentations.-.-
There was no. apparent relation between the wear ratio and 
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· ·it app~ars that a possible relation.may exist between the wear 
" . " 
ratio and the. mean free distance .of the infi 1 trant particles 
' 
-(Figures 14 and 15). . T.he extensive _metallographi·c techniques nee-
., 




The Role of Vapor Pressure 
. ,. 
A somewhat analogous application of infiltrated materials 
· · ' 19 22 is found in· the literature on vapoi;- cooled,. rocket engine nozzles ' . 
. 19 As pointed out by Matt and Wa~ga ~- th~:- _amoun.t of heat absorbed· to 
convert copper· frqm a solid _at 206'(~· to a vappr at its boiling :poi-n·t 
- · 
_ 3 · 
· -
_ - _ 3 - . is 13,3.0() cal./cm as comp_are·d to 7,700 cal./cm for silver·. This I 
leads one· to expect that copper ·1nfil trated materials would yield ., 
r \ 
significantly higher wear· rati'f>s than t-he silver infiltrated materials. 
However, .in ·direct contradiction to expectations, tile opposi.te is 
• Qb$erved. Accor4ing to Matt and Warga, althoug_h they offer no 
explanation, silver infiltrant··1n rocket nozzles produces better 
results than.copper infiltrant . As a possible explanation, Resnick 
22 
et , al proposed that the results would be as expected if the 
material was removed at atmospheric pressure. How~ver, in rocket 
nozzles th~ pressure has been estimated to be at least 30 atmos-
pheres. Resnick points out that at 30 atmospheres, the extrapo-
lated vapor pressure data indicates that the boiling point of 
-
. '- . . . 0 
·copper would be about 3700 C. This is above the· "melting point of 
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. It is reas·onable to expect, and there· is supporting evi-
-·. · 23 dence _ , that pressures of this ·magnitude exist in the disch·arge 
column of the spark in EDM.. Therefore, a possible explanation 
for the behavior· of the c9pper-tungsten is that the pressure in ?-
. 
- -·· 
· the discharge channel fore.es the boiling point of the copper above· 
' ; 
. 
. . -~ the melting point of the tungsten.matrix. An extrapolation of 






pressures of approximately 60 and 15 atmospheres respectively to 
__ ·\':~ 
• raise the boiling point of th~ infiltrant to the melting point of 
/ 
the tungsten. Therefore, it appears that if the pressure in the 
d-ischarge exceeds 15 atmospheres; at least for some ·portion of the 
. 
. dischaige period,· _the " " 
. 
vaporization effect would be lost, or at 
least-diminished, for copper. Proof of this explanation suffers 
from t~e inability. to measure or estimate the pressure in the 
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'The data clearly shows an increase in the EDM wear ratio, 
• 
relative to· the wear ratio of pure tungsten, for porous tungsten 
compacks infiltrated with copper or silver. This increase in the 
EDM wear ratio cannot be explained solely in terms .of the cohesive 
. ' energy and. the electrical conductivity of the composite material· . 
A proposed ~xplanation is based :on the capillary· act.ion between 
r 
... 
the lower melting point infiltrant an.d the porous t~ngsten matrix. 
,. 
. The infiltrant is trapped in the .tungsten matrix ·and is forced t·o 
leave the material in the vapor state. Thereby, the energy per ... 
. 
., unit volume to remove the material is _increas_ed, resulting in a 
wear ratio increase. 
It1 was observed t,hat: t·hEf silver-tungsten ~omposi tes produced 
• higher wear ratios than· tb,e copper-tungsten. This was contra~y to 
• 
the expected results since: copper has the higher volumetric heat 
of vapo.rization. A possible explanatiQn is that -the pressure in · 
the discharge channe"i forces• the boiling ,point .of tne,t<Copper above 
the melting point of the tungsten matrix. Under these conditions the 
copper can be removed in the molten state rather than being forced 
. 
. 
·to vaporize, reducing the required energy· per unit-· volume to re-
.... ' 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic -
Supply Used 
Block Diag~am of EDM Power 
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Time a .. 
Top Trace - Discharge current, 100 a11perea/aajor 
division 
Bottom Trace - Discharge Gap Volta1e, -10 volts/ 
aajor diviaion 
Tiae Base - 1 aicroaecond/aajor division 
PIGURI 2. Typical Oacilloacope Trace1 of the Discharge 
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8 COPPER-TUNGSTEN TOOLS 
'• 



























o._ __ ......... __ ... ~____ _. __________ .... ____ .... ____ ..... ________________ __ 
o.o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Nominal-Volume Fraction of Infiltrant 
FIGURE 7. . Volumetric Wear Ratio Versus Volume Fraction of 
Copper Infiltrant (Copper-Tungsten Composite Tools, 
Molybdenum Workpiece) 
",j.' 
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.... 
Photomicrograph of 20 Ag-BOW 
(Nominal Volume Percent), 






FIGURE 9. Photomicrograph of 3-6 Ag--7_0W 
(Nom-ina1 Volume Pe'rcent), . 















' PIGURB 10 •. oto icrograph of 41 Ag-59 
(N inal Vol e Percent) , Un-
etched (500x), Dark Phase Ag 
. . 
·~ 





FIGURE 12. Photomicrograph of Cross-Section 
of Machined Surface of 63 Cu-37W 
,(Nominal Volume Fractiog) Tool 
Showing a Thin, Fairly Continuous 
Layer of Tungsten on Machined 
Surface (Unetched, 500x), Dark 
Phase Cu 
FIGURE 13. Photomicrog.raph of Cross-Section 
. . 
of Machine_d Surface of a 64 Ag-36W 
(Nominal Volume Percent) Tool, Note . 
. ~ Absence of Thin Layer of Tungsten 
on Machined Surface (Unetched, 500x), 
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Mean Free Distanse in Microns 
FIGURE 14. , Volumet.ric Wear -Ratio Versus Mean ;Free Distance 
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_(Surface_. to Surf ace) Between Silver Infil tr ant 
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~- Copper Workpiece 













0-----------_ .... __ __. __ ___. __ __. __ ...... __ ...., __ _._ 
0 1 
FIGURE 15. 
···\ ,.·h/ : ..... ·,;:;,;. ,' 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Mean Free Distance in Microns 
~,,, . 
Volumetric -~Wear Ratio Versus Mean Free Distance 
(Surface to Surface) Between Copper ·1nfiltrant. 
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·Extrapolated Vapor Pressure of Copper and Silver 
(Obtained From Reference 24) 
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Properties of Composite Materials 
Material 
Nominal .Volume 
·Percent of . 
Infiltrant in 
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Mean Free 
Interfacial .Distance Between 
Intercepts ·1nfiltrant 





225 2.89 . 
222 2.66 
,. 224 2.23 
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TABLE I (cont'd) 
Material 
. Measured Calculated* 
Nominal Volume Electrical Effective . Electrical Percent of· Conductivity Cohesive Conductivity 
' Inf il tr ant • Density ·(microhm- . Energy (microhm-1n gm/cm3 Tungsten Matrix** -- cm)-1 Kcal/mole cm)-l 
@ 298°K 
' 
20% Ag 17 .30 0.213 176.1 0.267 25% Ag ' 16.66 0.237 169.3 0 .. 290 30% Ag. 16. 57 0.253 162.6 0.313 
. 35% Ag 16.12 0.231 155.9 0.335 . 41% Ag 15.84 0.300 147.1 0,362, 
·50% A·g .14.33 0.367 135.7 0.493 55% Ag .. 14.24 0.361 129. 0 0.426 64% Ag 13.26 0.420 110.8 0.466 15%Cu 17.52 0.183 187.4 0.240 20% Cu 17.11 0.180 178.6 0.261 25% Cu 16.52 0.182 172~5 0.282 30% Ou 15.91 o·.11s 166.4 0.303 35% cu 15.39 0.196 160.3 0.324 
. -
-?;43% Cu 14.74 0.255 14904· -~o. 358 47% Cu 14.16 0.288 1'46 .9 0.376 63% Cu 12. 6.5 0.358 125.0 0~·442 
*Calculated from the assumption-that in non-alloying binary com-posites, the cohesive e~ergy and electrical co~ductivity are theoretically (according to the rule of ~ixed proportions) linea~ functions of the com~osition (given in volume percent). 
~ 
. **Obtained from the Mallory Matallurgical Co~,. Indianapolis, Indiana. 
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Conductivity_ 1 (microhm-cm) 
.629 
. 598 · 
.177 
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TABLE IV 
.. ..... ~:··"""·•· .......... ,,,, ..... . 
Individ-ual· Test Values of Volumetric Wear Ratio 
. ---·~·' Tool Workpiece.-~ 
. I Composite (Vol~e Copper l Molybdenum Percent Infiltrant 
' 




20% Ag 5.1 52.3 19.872 7.8 37 .9 · .. 8. 230 
4.3 44.5 20.054 6.3 34.1 ~.167 
.· 3 .6 . 39.4 20.345 5.·3 26.6 8.500 4.9 38.8 15.314 5.1 27.1 8.999 4.0 36.7 17. 779 4.4 24.9 9.585 
25% Ag ·5.0 53 .1 · 
. ~ 
19. 741 6.0 37.1 10.046 
4.2 45.5 20 .138 5.4 34.0 10.230 
• 3.6 39.4 20 .34.5 4.6 27.2 9.607 3.6 39.6 20.448 4.5 27.2 9.820 3.4 35.7 19.518 5.7 26.2 7.468 
.3. 7 37.5 18.840 4.8 30.2 10.222 
3.6 43.1 22.255 3.9 24.7 10.290 
4.1 51.6 23.395 4.4 27 .5 10~ 154' 
• 
30.%: Ag 3.4 36-.6 19.996 4.5 28.9' 10.427 
3.9 48.0 22.861 4.5 28.6 10.3:i_8 3.6 48.8 25.180 ( 4.6 28--.l. 9.918 
·35% Ag 3.8 41.2 
. 
19.590 4. r·- 26.2 10.092 
3.8 '• 44.8 21.302 4.6 23.9 10.059 
4.1 52.1 .. 22 .•. 961 4.8 29.5 9.705 
"' 
41% Ag 5.2 49.8 17.001 6.2 33.2 8.308 
4.3 42.9 17. 710 6.6 34.3 ,. 8 .157 . 
3.8 =r7.6 17.565 5.1 25.6 7.788 
3.8 37.7 17.611 4.8 24.9 8.048 
3.6 36.5 17'.998 4.6 24.5 8.264 
-· 50%,Ag 5.3 44.3 13.424 6.3 32.2 7.174 
., 4.4 ·42.0 15.33'0 
·8. 5 43.7 7.216 
' .. 4.0 38.0 15.257 5.2- "25.3 6.830 
... 
., 3.9 36.4 14.989 4:8 26.4 7.194 ··:«' ' 
:•, 
. 
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'TABLE IV (cont.) 
.. 
., 
.• t ,.,I 
•. -Ir,. 
Individual Test Values of Vblumetric Wear Ratio 
Tool 
. Composite (Volume 
Percent Infiltrant 
















4. 8 41. 5 · 
4.5 • 42.3 
·5·. 4 AB ~6 
4.3 40.9 
4.'2 -34.0 
4. 1 36. 2 
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TABLE IV (cont.) 
,• 




·composite (Volume CoEEer Molibdenum. 
Percent Infiltrant A 




4'-7~: Cu .. ,i\: . . 0 
6~:% .CU· 
Eleme·ntal 








4: .• 1 





· :4 .• :9 
·3· .. rs 
4.·6 
4 •. 6 
:a\.·1 
3 .• -5 






































.. 9 ..• 0 33 .2 4.333 
· ·9.1 "33.2 4.286 
5_:.2 31. 8 .l3 .-159 
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wt .. = chan·ge in weight of tool in m'illigr'ams . 
. '. Ww = change in weight of workpiece in milligrams. 
WR = volwne.tric wear ratto • 
. ·'., 
..•. j i ·-.. .; .: .. 
':. •'!,, .... , 
',, 
\,••.' .. 
• "•. a •. •• MI 
..'~ .-·.~ 



























































' * Data from lDngfellow's- Work 
.. ·,. Average 
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